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WE LOVE FMD.
SO WILL YOU.

Welcome to the fifth issue of loveFMD.

For those of you who aren’t familiar with loveFMD, you may think
it’s just another fashion magazine. But it’s much more than that. The
new issue is an effort of love, the product of countless hours spent
researching, writing, designing, fact-checking, editing and interpreting the latest fashion trends with lots and lots of love. And it’s worth it in the end, because what you are looking at is
a stylish excellent issue that is more than just a magazine. It’s an experience in itself as you browse through the next
100-plus pages.
This season, inspiration for our shoots and editorials come from everywhere. Fashion is constantly in refresh mode and
our pages are inspired by dramatic landscapes and the celebration of sweet youth. To be honest, there really isn’t a more
thrilling part of my job than editing a Autumn/Winter issue. The joys that come with being an editor is abundant and
one of them is being able to explore my passions through inspiring my team to delve into specific themes in these pages.
For a relatively limited team, the depth of talent we produce is remarkable. When we started planning this Autumn/
Winter 2016-17 issue, I wanted to convey that magical sense of one of the most famous fashion cities: Milan. The main
idea behind creating the concept for our fashion stories was to highlight the Milanese flair, which is why for our photo
shoots we picked two very extraordinary locations differing completely from each other.
As usual, this issue is all about creative collaborations and features a slew of gorgeous models, glamourous editorials and
exotic locations. Our bookings director planned our shoot for three months and I hope you will agree that the results
are well worth her boundless energy and efforts. The beautiful pictures are the result of the combined effort of our art
and fashion teams, who every season interpret the collections through a prism of storytelling and dramatic fashion
photography.
Drawing on the combined talents of a stylist, a photographer and a model, our first editorial story ‘Flirty Principessa’
(p.44) took place at the prestigious Hotel Principe di Savoia, known for its royal glamor and majestic hospitality. The
storyline features British model Daisy Boote wearing brands such as Ilaria Nistri, Uel Camilo, Avaro Figlio and Piccione
Piccione, captured by the lens of Italian photographer Federico Barbieri. Our second fashion story ‘Enchanted Style’
(p.18) took place at the Hotel Chateau Monfort, a magical place full of charm, aristocracy and history. The concept of
the story was to bring out the magical atmosphere through looks styled by Angelina Goncharova. Moreover, we introduce you closer to the aforementioned shooting locations, which are definitely some of the most symbolic high points
in Milan.
Since the latest fashion trends are not only important for us to bring our readers closer to, we teamed up with photographer Julie March who created a beauty story (p.98) together with German beauty stylist Lisa Allertseder, who showcases
exclusively for this issue her own interpretation of the latest Autumn/Winter 2016-17 make-up and hair looks. Furthermore, as it has always been our key goal in mind that we dedicate to see you feel sexy and beautiful, we created a lingerie
story (p.82)featuring exclusive brands such as Maison Close, Damaris, Cosabella and Katherine Hamilton. Throughout
this story you will find sensual looks to make your moment a special one.
In this issue, the creative vision of all our section editors and writers come together, with each one bringing their own
take on the world of fashion and what we think you want to know about. Our Canadian native, Executive Editor Kelly
Blank, brings you two stories that we hope will entertain, engage and inspire you. She introduces British lingerie designer Naomi de Haan who displaced women in ecstasy with her own lingerie brand named Edge O’Beyond (p.76)! In
addition, she also presents Italian designer Giancarlo Petriglia whose passion and skill for creating handbags results in
exquisite luxury pieces (p.6). To complete our storyline, our Deputy Director Clinton Gonsalvez, writes about the elegant Principe de Savoia in our travel story (from page 64 ) while Australian fashion photographer Christian Blanchard
(p.10), shares his passion and preferences in an in-depth interview with us.
Finally, we have chosen Australian beauty Talia Berman to grace our cover. She is a wonderfully talented young model
who is perennially chic and sophisticated. Photographed by Eduardo Fiorindo, Talia teams up with one of Italy’s most
promising newcomer models Giulia Manini.
I hope this will be a Autumn/Winter issue that will inspire you and one that you keep and remember forever.
Enjoy your ‘ad free’ read!
With much love,
Iva Mirbach
&
Your loveFMD Team
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PORTRAITS | GIANCARLO PETRIGLIA

Giancarlo Petriglia
The Art of eccentricity
by Kelly Blank

For Giancarlo Petriglia, a young and successful designer from Milan, excitement and passion for handbags derives
from the endless possibilities for craftsmanship, and combined with his passion and skill, results in exquisite luxury
pieces with curious detail and distinct embellishments not found anywhere else. Admiring closely the individual
pieces of his work, emotion and creativity are immediately noticeable – every peculiarity and stitch, every curve
and fiber, speaks out and represents the fiery passion with which the pieces were made.
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PORTRAITS | GIANCARLO PETRIGLIA

After years of observation and practice, Petriglia’s
natural talent for design and craftsmanship particularly stood out once he attended Accademia di
Belle Arti, and afterwards, supporting the Trussardi office for eight years, in which he developed
a sharp eye for precision and accuracy. It is here
that he went from being not only a curious and
talented designer to becoming a mastermind, not
only developing an intimate insight into how the
fashion industry ticks, but also becoming even
more familiar with the materials and production
process that make his brand so successful.
With a proud emphasis on “Made in Italy”, Petriglia had his debut on the fashion scene in 2011,
when his luxury handbag brand, Giancarlo Petriglia, was officially established. The key for his
collections is the skilful craftsmanship of, and
high standards for all his work, resulting in all his
handbags being handmade in Sicily by a leather goods manufacturer. Born in Milan and now
rooted in Palermo on the Mediterranean Sea, it
is clear that the aura of Sicily, full of mystery and
emotion, shines through in every design. To him,
“Made in Italy” means the “art of knowing exactly how to do and in the best way”, and the most
beautiful and valuable production path is to create the handbags as they were crafted over sixty
years ago. Art as cultural expression, as well as a
tribute to heritage, is therefore the foundation for
all of his designs.
Quickly making a name for himself, Giancarlo
Petriglia’s identity is notably renowned for its
logo: two parallel griffins representing mythological guardians of the most precious elements–
earth and air. His brand philosophy, based on this
idea of preciousness, is the foundation for all his
work. The concept can be carried on not only in
more obvious ways, such as the jewels and designs which embellish his bags, but also through
classic, humble concepts– the quality of leather
chosen for a particular bag, for instance, or the
precise detail of embroidery which to fit a seam. It
is simply the attention to detail and quality which
assures a treasured outcome, while also investing
in eco-friendly tools and materials.

A

standard for high quality Italian products
first emerged as he was observing his
mother sewing complicated pieces. As
only a young child – six years old - Petriglia remembers watching his mother, at the time
a fashion atelier, sew beautiful wedding dresses.
The passion with which his mother crafted clothing was fascinating to him, and brought out not
only feelings of admiration, but also triggered a
passion within. Since then, Petriglia preferred to
rest his hands on a sewing machine, rather than
engage in other activities that boys his age did at
the time, such as ride a bike.

Particularly noteworthy of Giancarlo Petriglia’s
designs are the functionality of the handbags.
Along with unique embroidery and sequins, some
handbags contain special modern elements such
as a detachable external pouch, transferrable handles, and removable pockets, ensuring the luxury
handbags a more personable flair. Through this
technique, the handbags can evolve with the customer and can adapt to any given mood, whether
it be playful and flirty, or serious and chic. While
classic handbags are indeed timeless, this evolutionary approach can also accommodate modern
attitudes.
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PORTRAITS | GIANCARLO PETRIGLIA

The use of vivid color and the concept of eccentricity are also signature elements of Petriglia’s
brand. Although every season has its own colors,
shades and contrasts, the entire chromatic palette is always at his disposal. Fusing the energetic spirit of Milan and the emotion of Sicily with
Petriglia’s own resolve for freedom, personal expression is critical to all designs. “I am a sort of
free and ecclectic spirit, a curious and timeless
contemporary researcher,” Petriglia explains, “…a
child soul in a romantic explorer body, ready to
discover precious treasures and translate them
into ideas and emotions.” It is this spirited and
mischievous approach to luxury design, while at
the same time preserving quality and functionality, which makes up the Giancarlo Petriglia Design Philosophy.
The Autumn/Winter 2016-2017 collection is
indeed exciting, with a unique influence not so
clearly seen in his other work: the antique art of
Beijing theater masks and contemporary street
art. In particular, it is the use of striking colors, as
well as a unique blend of classic looks and modern approaches, which attracts Petriglia.
Ancient Chinese masks, the inspiration for this
collection, were historically painted on the faces
of actors according to specific symbolism. Colors
and designs in this case are grouped, for instance,
a yellow face represented courage, a black face
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represented sincerity, and a red face symbolized
loyalty. The handbags are inlaid with different
leather, such as calf, snake, crocodile and stingray.
The second category of the Giancarlo Petriglia
collection is the street art movement. Again, it is
the colourful spirit of the classic Chinese masks,
but also the new ideas developed to complete
looks, which define a more modern approach.
Special to this inspiration for Petriglia’s designs
are the creative thread embroidery, which “evoke
a playful and funny world”.
Refusing to conform to mainstream standards is
what has, and will always, set Giancarlo Petriglia
apart. His designs – some more subtle than others
– call out to individuals who appreciate detail and
experimentation. Every collection since Giancarlo Petriglia’s inception has been an impressive
combination of modernity and historical homage, vibrancy and detail, precision and playfulness. Even elegance and luxury, with the precise
eye so true to Petriglia, leaves room for flirty interpretation. It is the art of knowing how to manage – and appreciate – elegance and uniqueness,
which is rightfully so achieved with all of Petriglia’s work. The youthful dynamic of Italian emotion and eccentricity, linked so intimately with
his own inquisitive spirit, means that the brand
is always able to expand, to evolve. With this, the
best is yet to come…

INTERVIEW | GIANCARLO PETRIGLIA

INTERVIEW
Can you tell me a little about yourself as a young designer?
Do you remember the first time you came in touch with the
fashion industry, and accessories in particular?
When I was six years old, I usually looked at the passion
of my mother sewing beautiful wedding dresses and I
really admire her. I preferred to rest my hands on a
sewing machine, rather than ride a bike.
What memories do you have of your first designs, and
what elements of these earlier designs continue on in your
collections today?
The main focus of many of my collections is the idea of
game, a new luxury concept, ironic and sophisticated.
Your logo is famous in the fashion world and holds powerful
meaning for your brand identity. Can you describe the
significance of your logo and how the idea for the logo came
about in the first place?
Giancarlo Petriglia’s identity is recognizable thanks to
our logo: two parallel griffins, mythological guardians
of the gold and of the most precious things on earth.
It’s from this concept of preciousness that the brand
philosophy was born and took shape. This is the
reason why my aim is simply to create luxurious and
glamorous bags.

Italy is clearly an important aspect of your career and of
your work. Can you describe the importance of the “Made in
Italy” concept to your designs?
The key of my collection is the Made in Italy
craftsmanship. All my creations are handmade in
Sicily, where I had the opportunity to re-discovered
the mistery and the emotions of this beautiful island.
In my opinion the Made in Italy means art of knowing
exactly how to do and in the best way; this is at the base
of my work, art as a cultural expression, experience
and high quality guarantee.

What is your Design Philosophy?
Giancarlo Petriglia represents the spirit of Milan, I
love freedom and I just want to express my own world
and personal view through my creations: an explosion
of creativity, lightness, I am a sort of free and eclectic
spirit, a curious and tireless contemporary researcher.
A child soul in a romantic explorer body, ready to
discover precious treasures and translate them into
ideas and emotions.
In five words, how would you describe the Autumn/Winter
2016-17 collection?
The encounter of different artistic currents, the
antiques art of theater masks of Beijing and the
contemporary street-art, inspired the new Autumn/
Winter 2016 collection.
The collection is divided into different macro groups
connected to the various developed concepts, first of
all the inlaid handmade in Italy which draw inspiration
from the culture of the Chinese masks. These ancient
masks were painted on the faces of actors and
actresses according to specific symbolism. Colors
and designs are grouped into categories, for example,
a red face symbolizes loyalty and value, a yellow face
symbolizes the perspicacity and courage and a black
one symbolizes the goodwill and sincerity. The inlays
are developed in different leathers as the calf, snake,
crocodile and stringray.
The second group takes inspiration from the street art
movement , a colorful world which reviews the classic
iconography of Chinese masks, creating new ideas to
complete and define a refined and modern look. The
thread embroidery evokes a playful and funny world.
Some embroidery as the leopard and the ants become
a modern and entertaining graphic- decor.
Bjork is the icon of the season. In her multifaceted
artistic career she has played several characters,
wearing masks and representing a way to be at the
outside world with another self; not to cover or to hide
but to interpret a concept, by connecting symbolic
values to instill an idea
How do you define luxury?
In my opinion is the art of knowing how to do, with
elegance and uniqueness.
Describe yourself in five words or less.
Curious, determined, dreamer,
My motto for life is...
The best is yet to come…

The use of vivid color and concept of eccentricity are
signature elements of your brand. Are there any colors
which you are more drawn to in your pieces than others,
and do they hold different meanings/moods?
The coloring concept in my collections doesn’t exclude
any color. Each season has its own colors, shades and
contrasts, and every season I have the possibility to
draw from the whole chromatic palette that I have at
my disposal.
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PORTRAITS | CHRISTIAN BLANCHARD

Christian Blanchard
The FASHIONABLE LIFE AND WORK
OF CHRISTIAN BLANCHARD
by Clinton Gonzalvez

In the ever-changing landscape of fashion photography few photographers have captured fashion with as much
opulence as Christian Blanchard. For someone who is a self-made photographer and has shot campaigns for
some of the biggest names in the business, the success and rave reviews that Christian is currently enjoying,
have been a long time coming. Today, he is one of the Australia‘s few remaining independent photographers, an
accomplishment that makes his brand somewhat of an anomaly.
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This propelled him toward the world of voyeurism and the female form, a subject that’s been his
first photographic inspiration and something he
has never drifted too far away from. Blanchard’s
pursuit of the female form is also the impetus
that developed into a 15-year career and obsession with fashion photography that has taken him
around the world almost continuously throughout his career.
It was somewhere in those early formative years
that Christian developed his philosophy that
photography equals fueling the passion. ‘You are
only as good as your last shoot, it’s a double edged
sword, if your last shoot was absolute rubbish
then you better work on another shoot quickly.’
Extremely critical of his own work he is never
truly happy with the end result and considers that
he is still yet to shoot for many great publications
and brands. ‘I will never know everything there is
to know about photography. With that in mind, I
will continue to grow and learn and be inspired,’
he confesses.
Artistically and intellectually inspiring, his work
is also physically exhilarating. With an unmistakable style and a talent for rare captures, Christian
describes his approach to photography as ‘Narrative driven’ while his portfolio is imbued with
a sense of the epic, majestic and the bold. ‘I love
telling stories or at the least create tension and
trigger thoughts and questions within the viewer,’
he says. ‘At the moment, I am interested in striping back the technicalities and pursuing honesty
in the subject.’ His success derives from a single-minded pursuit of truly capturing a moment
in time that makes him adept at fashioning impressive photographs.

„

Photography is a love and an
ever-changing journey guiding
me through life

B

orn and raised in Perth, Christian’s career spans over a decade and has reached
amazing heights. His particular brand of
photography knows no bounds and has
a natural effervescence, because to him happiness equals freedom. The search for this freedom
started early when his high school teacher opened
his eyes to photography by challenging him with
the topic of Scopophilia.

„

While its mainstream to say that we’re living in
a time when photos are being created at an incredible rate which has made us forget how to
look critically at a photograph because of that,
Christian thinks the opposite, ‘We are now so
overwhelmed with white noise that everyone has
become far more savvy and critical of what imagery they truly want to stop and engage with,’ he
says. The visual drama and artistry of his photographs are born of a keen eye for the many moods
of Fashion and a life-long passion for Scopophilia. This passion shines throughout his work and
along the way, he’s built himself an impressive
empire of sorts with a wide audience around the
world.
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Christian’s portfolio is nothing short of impressive. He has shot global campaigns for clients such
as Ford, L’Oreal, Mimco, Amstel, Nobody Denim,
Cotton On, Nintendo and Puma. Christian was
named one of Australia’s top ten photographers
by Capture magazine and has also done editorial work that includes covers for magazines such
as Fashion Trend, Kurv and Spook. A high point
in his career was photographing the Nobody
Was Thirsty charity campaign in which Nobody
denim joined forces with Charity Water (www.
charitywater.org/nobody) to raise funds for wells
and clean drinking water in poverty stricken villages all around the world. Looking ahead, he has
big plans for the future and is exploring more
journalistic art projects and experimenting with
mixed media, sculpture and screen based artwork
mediums.
Aside from a small handful of well-known exceptions, Blanchard is Australia‘s most esoteric, recherché photographer. In addition to his work as
a photographer and film director, Christian has a
love affair with photography courses. A frequent
lecturer and teacher at workshops around the
world, Christian is a firm believer of the thought
that photography is a lifelong lesson. Considering
himself fortunate to have been guided and mentored by his high school photography teacher at
the age of fifteen, he feels forever indebted for the
lessons he gained. This has driven him to want
to give back and share as much information as
12 | loveFMD.com

he can to hopefully help guide someone else on
a journey like his own. He considers his mission
in the fashion world to be one that challenges,
motivate and inspires viewers through his photographs, cinemagraphs and films.
While he is many things to many people, a man
of many hats, literally and figuratively, Christian Blanchard appears to be at the vanguard of
his profession unlike any other photographer in
Australia. What you may not know is that he has
a heightened sense of awareness, a furiously productive output and has combined his dual passions
of photography and travel. ‚I love to tell stories,
express emotions and evoke responses through
my imagery. At the end of the day, I would rather
someone passionately dislike my images than feel
indifferent towards them,‘ he says of himself. Of
all the superlatives that define him, perhaps passionate is the most apt. Blanchard is a master of
suggestion, and it is a testament to this sensibility
that his work doesn‘t just tug at the heartstrings;
it yanks them out and ties them in a bow.
In a tête-à-tête with LOVEFMD, the enigmatic
photographer opens up about his varied interests,
capturing indelible singular moments on film and
a range of other surprising topics that includes
tips for aspiring photographers. How better to
end an amazing year than with an uplifting Q&A
with the dapper photographer himself.

© Christian Blanchard
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the young Christian Blanchard

INTERVIEW
Do you remember what your first camera was?
Nikon f70 with a 50mm prime. Learning on film and
processing/printing taught me so much.
What is your first memory of picking up a camera?
Similar to the first time I picked up a girl, anxiously
excited!
What has been the biggest learning experience for you to
date?
No, art is ever perfected and so no artist is ever happy
with the end result. Therefore, it is important to learn
to enjoy the process rather than the final outcome.
How important is it for every photographer to have a
particular style, and how easy/hard is it for you to develop
your own?
All great artists are visionaries. In order to do well in
this industry, you need to have a distinct flavor and
style. Given the nature of fashion, trends change every
6 months and therefore it’s important to adapt and
evolve with your own style. Stay stagnant and you’ll
get left behind.
When you take a photograph are you influenced strongly by
your mood?
Yes, as a photographer I take a responsibility to
establish a mood for the set/shoot and try my best to
create a fun and happy environment for the client and
model. This helps to achieve the desired energy for the
shoot.
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That being said, you can have all the best elements
for a shoot and still end up with substandard results.
Or feel completely miserable or hung over and create
amazing work.
How do you balance your style with a client’s vision?
It’s a delicate juggling act that requires balance
between giving the client (the one who is paying your
bills) what they want and staying true to your own
creative integrity. I like to present ideas to clients in a
way that allows them to take ownership of the vision
so it becomes a collaborative process to achieve the
best creative outcome.
What makes a great fashion photograph?
I let you know the formula when I start shooting for
Vogue Italia.
There are so many variables and formulas such as
composition, lighting, model engagement, styling,
hair, make up, casting, location and the list goes on
but there are also unknown elements that make a shot
amazing.
There are other elements that can’t be quantified
but make an amazing shot. I suppose it is the spirit
and emotion of the images. I am most excited about
imagery that truly captures a moment in time.
When you go out on a shoot, what’s in your bag? What gear
do you prefer to use on shoot?
I have been a long time Nikon lover and shoot on
2x D810’s with either 50mm, 85mm primes or a 70200mm.

INTERVIEW | CHRISTIAN BLANCHARD

What photographers from the past or present have influenced
you the most?
Helmut Newton, Richard Avedon, Guy Bourdin, Paolo
Roversi, Steven Klein, Lachlan Bailey.
Do you hang any of your favorite photographs in your
home? If yes, which ones?
Yes, a series of abstract landscapes of Coney Island
shot during my first trip to New York. I’d been there
for two months and hit rock bottom. So I decided to
go to a happy place for the day and returned falling
back in love with the city.
How have things changed for you since the invention of the
Cinemagraph?
Cinemagraphs are fast becoming the most popular
content engagement on Instagram and Facebook. Part
photo, part movie the content defies what viewers
are use to seeing on social media and holds their
engagement up to 10x the amount of time a still image
does.
The ability to use subtle movement within a still
image is exciting. That tool can be used to reveal a
garments fabric quality and weight or to heighten a
certain element your client is tying to sell. Like hair
moving for a beauty/hair product campaign. More
importantly it becomes an additional devise to tell
stories.
Have there been any challenges for you on the road to your
career? What kind of advice would you give to up-andcoming photographers facing the modern challenges in
today’s industry?
You are only as good as your last shoot, it’s a double
edged sword, if your last shoot was absolute rubbish
then you better work on another shoot quickly. If your
last shoot was great, keep in mind fashion is always
moving and changing so you better keep up.
Keep it simple, some of the greatest fashion moments
captured are the most paired back simple executions
that are more about talent engagement than any
technical consideration.
Have fun, if this is truly what you love doing then be
sure to have fun to safeguard a longevity with your
passion.
How would you describe your photographic style? How has
your style evolved in the last years?
Narrative driven. I love telling stories or at the least
create tension and trigger thoughts and questions
within the viewer.
At the moment I am interested in striping back the
technicalities and pursuing honesty in the subject.
We’re living in a time when photos are being created at an
incredible rate. Do you think we’ve forgotten how to look
critically at a photograph because of that?
I think the opposite, we are now so overwhelmed with
white noise that everyone has become far more savvy
and critical of what imagery they truly want to stop
and engage with.
Can you explain a little bit about your involvement in
photography courses?
As I mentioned earlier, I believe photography is a

life long lesson. I was fortunate enough to be guided
and mentored by an amazing friend, my high school
photography teacher at the age of fifteen.
I feel forever indebted for what he gave to me and so
this has driven me to want to give back and share as
much information as I can to hopefully help guide
someone else on a journey like mine.
What kind of impact do you hope to make in the fashion
world in the next 10-15 years?
Challenge, motivate and inspire viewers through my
photographs, cinemagraphs and films.
What has been your favorite brand collaboration?
One of my most exciting shoots to date was
photographing the Nobody Was Thirsty charity
campaign. Nobody denim joined forces with Charity
Water (www.charitywater.org/nobody) to raise funds
for wells and clean drinking water in poverty stricken
villages all around the world.
To generate global interest Nobody employed
a photographer from Australia, USA and UK to
photograph national celebrities wearing the charity
T-Shirt.
I was left with a very open brief and decided perspective
and reflection would be the basis of my concept.
The outcome was to document the reactions of the
personalities interacting with water indicative of that
consumed by those living poverty-stricken parts of the
world.
The concept came about when thinking of what
relationship humans have with water and what
occurs when that relationship is changed or removed.
Coming from a 1st world nation we take so much for
granted and I think water would have to be at the top
of the list. It is one of the most important needs in our
life and yet we continue to place such little importance
and respect upon preservation of this vital resource.
I was inspired to document this relationship but with a
twist that related back to the charity which fortunately
lead me to pouring dirty water on celebrities. Or at
least that was my justification for getting them all wet.
At the end of the day I just wanted the images to evoke
viewers enough to reflect on the concept and charity.
The shoot was one of the most manic days of shooting
but somehow seemed to fly by. I was shooting in Perth
the day before and departed at midnight to arrive in
Sydney at 6am for a 7am call to set.
Prior to the shoot, I typed up a photographic directive
outlining the concept and nature of the shoot for the
publicist to pass onto each of the celebrities. Great in
theory, however, it somehow took a wrong turn on
the information super highway and I was left on set
with celebrities unaware that we had every intention
of pouring dirty water all over them.
After some sweet-talking and by good fortune we
were blessed with 9 open-minded easygoing subjects
willing to get dirty and wet.
We had an amazingly diverse range of expressions,
from Gracie Otto and her more subdued expression
stretching to the tips of her red finger nails through
to Emma Lung venting repugnance at the top of her
lungs and Alex Demitriades’s look of disgust. The
images came to life and the message was clear.
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fashion
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ENCHANTED
STYLE

PHOTOGRAPHER EDUARDO FIORINDO FASHION STYLIST ANGELINA GONCHAROVA CREATIVE DIRECTOR IVA MIRBACH
HAIR & MAKE-UP STYLISTS GIACOMO VACCARI (GULIA) & SINEM YAVSANER (TALIA)
POST-PRODUCTION ALEX BROWN
PHOTOGRAPHER ASSISTANT BRUNO FARHAT LOCATION HOTEL CHATEAU MONFORT
MODELS GIULIA MANINI @NEXT MODELS MILAN & TALIA BERMAN @ MP MANAGEMENT MILAN
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rings
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shoes
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Château

Monfort

A place full of charm, aristocracy and
history, Chateau Monfort is the gateway to a magical city trip in Milan.
by Kelly Blank

Milan – an active Italian city bursting with historical
pride, marked by tall church spires and ornate facades –
this city easily conjures up images of elegance and beauty,
famous for being home to a world-class fashion industry, including high quality designers and artists. In the
heart of this cosmopolitan metropolis, within an exclusive district behind Piazza San Babila and within walking distance to the renowned Duomo Cathedral, stands
Château Monfort. This historical former palace, near the
“quadrilatero” fashion district, is now home to a five-star
boutique hotel attracting visitors from around the world
in search of a fairy tale experience.
The urban Château was built in the early twentieth
century by renowned Milanese architect and engineer
Paolo Mezzanotte, who is also the architect of the modern Milan Stock Exchange, a masterpiece mixing both
neo-classical and twentieth century design. Mezzanotte’s
eye for detail and elegant finishing is visible throughout
the aristocratic design. The charming exterior facade of
the Château - a delicate pale flush with intricately carved
balconies and tall windows affording views over Piazza
Tricolore - does not fully prepare for the enchantment
and décor awaiting within.
Erected in 1903, Château Monfort was once a palatial
home to a private family, with each floor gifted to every
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daughter. Surviving through historical challenges, including two world wars in the twentieth century, the neo-romantic palace entered a different captivating chapter of
its life after being bought by an Italian family who revived
the beloved building back to life. Now lovingly restored,
Château Monfort has established itself as a quality hotel
in 2012 after three years of renovation, and is rich with
historical significance and untold stories – now open to
the public for all to enjoy.
With 77 unique rooms designed by Italian architects, including five Junior Suites, five Suites, four Deluxe Rooms,
19 Executive Rooms and 44 Superior Rooms, Château
Monfort is where urban flair and historical elegance finally - and beautifully – connect. While the building is
reminiscent of Italian significance, it also possesses a
special French flair, for instance with an elegant crystal
dome, which lends its romantic aura and of course, its
name. Stepping into the old palace, one is immediately
taken aback by the magical interior, a re-interpretation of
the original design. The lobby alone is a sight to behold,
with natural light emphasizing the high ceilings, marble
floor, antiques, and art along the walls. It is not only the
otherworldly atmosphere which astonishes the first impression, but also the friendly and hospitable staff who
ensure a human touch and high standard quality for all
guests.

TRAVEL | CHATEAU MONFORT

Therefore, Château Monfort attracts guests from all
around the world of diverse backgrounds, of various
needs and personalities. Whether you are a lone vacationer taking in the historical sights, a newly-wedded
couple bedazzled by wedded bliss, or simply traveling
for business, there is always an ideal room to be found
for all types and fantasies. With value placed on the individual experience, in which one is encouraged to “be as
you are”, guests can choose from a wide array of luxurious suites. Throughout, art-nouveau designs and Italian
authenticity naturally transform into a fantasy kingdom,
animated by butterflies, owls and cascading flower petals.
Reference to nursery rhyme characters also reflect childhood memories, allowing visitors to travel through their
own favourite fantasies from childhood, or else conjure
up contemporary fairy tale dreams in adulthood.

bright and cheerful, seductively enticing visitors with a
luxurious bath. Also with a skylight which showcases romantic starry skies by night, the cheerful Cinderella Suite
subtly alludes to a more mystical mood – light colors, a
princess bed, an intimate round bathtub and soft pumpkins complete the fairy tale vibe.
If romance and coziness are more of interest, there are
indeed other rooms which can make reality one’s personal fairy tale imagination. The Superior Room Civetta reflects the intrigue of lush forests and curious owls, with a
quaint individual balcony overlooking the courtyard below. However, the Butterfly Junior Suite sets an altogether different aura – a more bohemian style, with gauzy
curtains draped near the grand bed, whimsical butterflies
painted on kimonos representing Madame Butterfly love
songs, as well as drapery and bedding all inspired by Japan– this room oozes romantic allure.

The tailor-made rooms, as spaces to escape from busy
life and to reimagine childhood dreams, are personally
On the other hand, the Deluxe Schiaccianoci Room is one
named, reflecting the anticipated theme of each room
of the most fabulously unusual rooms in the hotel and
and instilling peaceful feelings from the small details and
without a doubt stays true to the original idea of the hotel
splashes of color. Most beloved are the two suites Boheme
at inception: rekindle childhood memories and emotions
and Cinderella. As the name implies, Boheme Suite is an
through majestic fairy tales – the sorts of stories with
open-space concept, tastefully decorated with melodmystical, unreachable castles and mythical characters.
ic references to the opera, paying homage to world-reSchiaccianoci Room, or the Nutcracker Room, does prenowned and nearby La Scala theater. With a skylight in
Locatedgorgeous
across the street
from the Vienna
State Opera,
as a Member
Hotels
of the
World,
Hotel Sacher
is an Austrian
symbol of
luxury.a©luxurious
Hotel Sacher.
cisely
this.
With
delicate
curtains
draped
over
the center and
parquet
flooring,
theandroom
is of Leading
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bed, tall soldiers in red uniform watching over, and vibrantly colored furnishings, this room brings us back to
childhood imaginations, the sort where we are lost in
performance and make-believe. However sentimental
and historical the rooms may be, such as this Nutcracker-themed Suite, or the Junior Suite Uccello di Fuoco, all
of Château Monfort’s rooms are complete with modern
technology such as soundproofing, LCD TVs, air conditioning and free wifi.
Since visitors to Château Monfort often desire more
than rooms to provoke dreams, Rubacuori Restaurant by
Venissa taps into the multi-faceted taste buds which accompany all visitors to the luxury hotel. Perfectly blending modern innovation with heritage, Venissa uses local
produce based on the idea that the earth and sea are key
sources for life. Executive Chef Andrea Asoli transports
this particular appreciation for food and traditional flavors of the Venetian lagoon onto every plate, with inspiration from “The Venissa Code” – a food philosophy
crafted by young and talented chefs who gather on an
annual basis to enhance the entire dining experience by
focusing on high-quality ingredients as well as fantastic
aesthetic presentation. With the help tastefully decorated dining space - with damasked walls and delicate porcelain, true to the overall fairy tale legacy - Rubacuori
Restaurant blends classic recipes with modern creativity.
Or else sip on delicious herbal cocktails in the illuminated lounge bar, Mezzanotte (named after the palazzo architect), also inspired by Venissa philosophy.
Offering so much more than charming rooms and elegant food, Château Monfort is influenced by the same
elements which bring Milan to life: fashion, culture and
art, while simultaneously offering a chilled wine cellar
“La Cella di Bacco” in an enchanted vault-like room for
vintage wine-tasting, as well as private dining rooms and
intimate spaces for cocktail parties and business meetings. The “Sala Dell’Incantesimo” room is highly recommended for those wanting to experience magnificent
barrel-vaulted ceilings. Meaning ‘Secrets of the Castle’,
this space maintains its authentic oval curved walls, uncovered during renovation. Finally, the Château has a
luxurious wellness spa, Amore&Psiche, complete with a
romantic Turkish bath, swimming pool, a wide range of
treatments such as massages, a sauna, aromatic showers,
and an ice cascade. This hotel truly has it all for those
desiring an escape.
Tucked away in the beautiful and vibrant city of Milan,
a city rich with fashion, innovation, music and innovation, lies a magnificent luxury hotel which in a way pays
homage to exactly that. While Milan continues to expand
its depth beyond contemporary expectations, Château
Monfort calls this intense, inspiring city ‘home’, going
beyond escaping reality, diving right into and indulging
those fantasies we all have harboring within. The world is
fast-paced and bustling all around us, yet Château Monfort allows every guest who steps through its threshold
to become lost in childhood pleasures, a world in which
dreams really are realized, where “be as you are”, truly is
a lived tenet.
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Flirty
Principessa

PHOTOGRAPHER FEDERICO BARBIERI FASHION STYLISTS ANGELINA GONCHAROVA & GIULIA BANDIOLI
CREATIVE DIRECTOR IVA MIRBACH HAIR & MAKE-UP STYLIST ROSSANO FASANO
LOCATION HOTEL PRINCIPE DI SAVOIA
MODELS DAISY BOOTE @ INDEPENDENT MGMT MILAN
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Milan – When visiting the imperial and rather majestic city of Milan, it makes sense to stay in a palace. The
luxurious Milanese Hotel Principe di Savoia, located at
the historic Piazza della Repubblica and near Milan’s
main station, Stazione Centrale, offers a right royal experience and is the symbol of the ultimate luxury stay
in Milan.

Principe

Di Savoia
A Crown Jewel
in
Italy’s Unforgettable City
by Clinton Gonzalvez
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Opened 6 April 1927, the hotel was originally intended for businessmen and was given the name of ‘Hotel Principe & Savoia’. It debuted as an architectural
masterpiece and still boasts the architectural detailing
from the turn of the century. The hotel became acclaimed for its logistically convenient location when
Milan had already begun building its reputation as Italy’s business Centre. Additionally, it offered all amenities imaginable and possible with novelties such as
a direct dial phone in every room and dinners from
8 till 11 o’clock that were enlivened by a concert of
classical music. The lure of ‘all the comforts one could
possibly think of’ and the novelty of the hotel attracted
a wealthy clientele of counts of nobility and cultural
icons, international travelers and cosmopolitan society, all synonymous with gracious living and focused
on business.

TRAVEL | PRINCIPE DI SAVOIA

From the very beginning, the Hotel Principe di
Savoia’s success exceeded all expectations. Developed
by a limited company called S.A. Acquisto ed Esercizio Alberghi Savoia and designed by Cesare Tenca,
a prominent Milanese architect, its excellent services
and proximity in the heart of the historical city centre,
was determinant in its success. Outfitted with electricity and every modern amenity, it offered the traditional hospitality of a grand resort in an unapologetically
urban setting. The Principe di Savoia quickly became a
Mecca for sophisticated business clientele who might
wish to invite guests to dinner to work out the final
details of a contract ready for signing. Today, it continues the tradition it has culled since its founding – a
place where the international elite of business and leisure meet in an atmosphere of cutting-edge class and
sophisticated style.

ry Ford and David Rockefeller, The Aga Khan and Aristotle Onassis.
The history of the hotel, which dates back to the beginning of the 20th century, is intimately connected to
the history of Milan, having played a significant part
as the stage for remarkable events. In the golden age
of the ‘30s, the Hotel Principe di Savoia became headquarters for the Germans and later for the Americans.
Although the Second World War left its mark on the
hotel, it was not damaged by wartime events. Today,
it is one of the few that has not only survived, but still
flourishes as a world-class hotel.

In 1938, the company was incorporated into the CIGA
Hotels group (Compagnia Italiana Grandi Alberghi, or
Italian Grand Hotels Company) , a super elite Italian
based international hotel chain, which owned a significant number of the world’s most famous and excluNot only was Hotel Principe di Savoia part of the
sive hotels like the Danieli and Gritti Palace in Venice.
movement west, it epitomized the luxurious lifestyle of
Between 1956 and 1957, the hotel premises were exItaly’s wealthiest families and was a destination resort
tended by two new wings, called ‘Principe Rosso’ and
before the term even existed. Among its famous guests
was Italy’s dashing literary icon, Gabriele D’Annun‘Metallico’. Soon after the renovation, the hotel was rezio, the Duke of Windsor and Erich Maria Remarque,
named as the Principe di Savoia in the 1980s promptCharlie Chaplin and Josephine Baker, Evita Peron and
ed by the fact that Principe di Savoia is the correct way
Maria Callas, Gianni Agnelli and Marella Agnelli, the
to refer to the Italian royal family, rather than Principe
Located across
the street
the Viennadi
State
Opera, and as Hena Member of Leading
Hotels of the World, Hotel Sacher is an Austrian symbol of luxury. © Hotel Sacher.
Prince of Monaco
and
the from
Visconti
Modrone,
e Savoia.
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In 2003, the Dorchester Group, a London based company controlled by The Brunei Investment Agency,
took over the Hotel Principe di Savoia. The new owners embarked on an overall expansion and refurbishing with the aim of meeting the requirements and demands of the modern age, while preserving the hotel’s
traditions and unique grace. From interior design to
remodeling of rooms and meeting areas, the historic
hotel preserved a rich history that allows guests to take
a trip down memory lane while experiencing all the
modern day conveniences.
On entering the Hotel Principe di Savoia, one immediately senses its special intimate atmosphere, like being in a different world surrounded by entire luxury.
The Il Salotto lobby lounge designed by international
acclaimed architect, designer and artist, Thierry Despont is a welcoming entrance to this prestigious
palace hotel and a crucial meeting point for the wellheeled Milanese. The punctual and personalized service and the comfort of a hotel furnished with taste
and sensibility, comes together with something that is
difficult to find elsewhere. The hotel has been the finest venue in Milan since 1927 and the palatial property
is no musty relic, offering cutting-edge facilities that
meet the expectations of the 21st century jet set. If the
thought of living like Italian royalty sounds appealing
this hotel delivers. Film producers and directors often
take advantage of the hotels’ excellent facilities and
paramount service, which provides perfect scenery for
film and fashion shooting.
With 257 rooms and 44 suites, each that have been
designed with meticulous care and attention to detail,
the hotel marries cutting-edge technology and flawless
service with Belle Époque beauty. Also an ideal venue
for both corporate events and social gatherings, guests
and delegates can look forward to the comfort, convenience and exceptional service for which the hotel is
renowned. All of the hotels rooms and suites feature
the most avant-garde technology such as Wi-Fi and interactive television, while achieving a level of comfort
and luxury that guests have come to expect. Exclusive
Signature suites offer hand painted frescoes, traditional Italian furniture creating a warm ambience, like the
230-sq-mt Imperial Suite by Celeste dell’ Anna which
has a large sitting room, featuring a handcrafted mini
bar console and crocodile skin writing desk, and a
Turkish bath, while The Royal suite has two bedrooms
and bathrooms, a spacious hall with a marble floor,
and a sitting room with walnut wall paneling and inlaid wooden floors.
For those looking for service and facilities of the highest order and style, the Principe’s world famous Presidential suite located on the 10th floor is popular with
international stars and monarchs alike. From Royals
to stars of the movie and music industry: Queen Elizabeth II of England, George Clooney, Lenny Kravitz,
Woody Allen, Madonna and Lady Gaga to name a few
have all stayed here. Redesigned in 1992, by architect
Michael Stelea, measuring 4,413 square feet, it offers

its guests three sumptuous bedrooms, living room,
muralled walls, polychrome marble tiles, a Pompeian
style private swimming-pool that gives guests a taste
of the atmosphere of the Ancient Roman thermal baths
and exquisite décor throughout. It also offers stunning
views of the picturesque terrace and the Milanese skyline.
Located on the top floor of the hotel is Club 10 Fitness
& Beauty Center. With a roof terrace that overlooks the
city and providing great views, it is the most exclusive health club in Milan offering a range of personalized and exclusive beauty treatments, make-up and
hairdressing sessions with the most celebrated image
consultants. Guests can feel relaxed and rejuvenated in
this 5,000 square feet sanctuary of psychological and
physical well-being.
When it comes to food and drinks, the hotel is undoubtedly known for its culinary highlights. If you’re
looking to spoil yourself with an impeccable first-class
culinary experience, you don’t even have to leave the
hotel. The Savoia’s iconic and innovative bar is steeped
in history and has hosted a wealth of glamorous celebrity guests such as Madonna, Robert De Niro, Quentin
Tarantino, Elton John and Beyoncé.
Over here guests can enjoy an aperitif or the best
cocktail and music from 6.00pm till late while being
surrounded by sumptuous Italian furniture, and classical paintings by famous artists such as Luca Giordano.
The Hotel Principe di Savoia also houses the award
winning five star Acanto Restaurant known for its
Sunday Brunch, which offers a fresh and very Milanese alternative to diners. The menu is made up of
classic Italian cuisine derived from the regional culinary tradition of Lombardy, whose flavors have been
enhanced by merging flavors from the Mediterranean
and beyond to create delicate dishes infused with a
world of flavor. The restaurant veranda boasts an 18th
century fountain and overlooks a tranquil Italian garden with that is a visual delight for the eyes complimenting the culinary pleasures on the palate.
With a combination of charm, coziness and Milanese
flair, The Hotel Principe di Savoia is the pearl of Italian hôtellerie. Striking a delicate balance of tradition
and expertise, classical and innovative styles, it is the
perfect destination for visitors hoping to discover Milan’s myriad delights. With high standards of style appropriate to a city that is the financial, fashion, media
and design capital of Italy, the five star hotel reflects
the true spirit of Italy with an exceptional experience
of hospitality and ease. After an exhausting day spent
with sightseeing or shopping it is good to sit back and
relax, have a delicious dinner or a fine coffee in this
Shangri-La that evokes the ambiance of ‘La Belle Époque’ and offers its guests an unparalleled standard of
outstanding luxury and great comfort.
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old Baltic Beauty
PHOTOGRAPHER OLGA JAKOVLEVA FASHION STYLIST JULIYA VERBICKAYA
HAIR & MAKE-UP STYLIST BEATE KUDINA MODELS OLGA DE MAR
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Edge O‘Beyond
created by naomi de haan
by Kelly Blank

It is like waking up from a beautiful reverie and seeing a dream reflected in exquisite garments - intimate lace
details and delicate fabrics hugging every wondrous curve – a touch of luxury and seductiveness combined to form
a richness to lingerie which makes this brand unique. An extra touch of jewellery, such as wispy chains and a hint
of gold, symbolize the thoughtful attention and precision which Edge O’Beyond is known for. Meeting distinctive
quality and customizable preferences, Edge o’Beyond is the one lingerie brand which finally realizes the always
fantasized idea that no matter what body type you are, it is what’s underneath that counts…
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thing so much bigger than one could imagine
- an entire lingerie brand based out of London,
perfectly balancing her passions: lingerie, jewellery and lace, “all the delicate, pretty things”.
Although it may seem Haan made a big leap from
her initial studies, it is clear the influence her
background has on her innovative designs. Naturally, the enchantment of Paris articulates much
of the artistic creativity with which her collections bode. The alluring Parisian flair (think gold,
romance and classic style) is seen throughout
her work – 14 to 24 carat gold jewellery pieces
playfully embellish many of the designs, while
handcut French Chantilly lace graces the pieces.
However, France is not the only influence – her
upbringing in the UK means that all production
is completed in Wales, whilst all materials are derived from within Europe.
Furthermore, family plays a crucial role to the
direction of Haan’s brand. The name ‘Edge o’Beyond’ is descended from the first home she shared
with her four siblings and parents, and her mom
and grandmother are quoted as her top female
role models. Meanwhile, with seven siblings and
many cousins, Haan keeps a close and dear relationship with her large family, who are always
showing support and encouragement throughout
her career; the many different personalities within her large family are reflected in the diverse
ranges of her brand. For instance, four sets of
Edge o’Beyond are named after a family relation:
Becca, Evie, Lyvie and Naomi.
The Becca bra is created with Italian satin, staying
true to the European influence with picot elastics
while maintaining a personal touch with attachable gold plated rings. The Evie set is a bounty
of gold filigree and sheer lace, supportive as well
as bold, while the Lyvie flirts with both modest
and daring elements, combining eyelet lace and
plunging black silk lines with a high garter belt
delicately embellished with soft bows. On the
other hand, the dramatic Naomi bra, while shimmering in lace, defies striking color, opting for
sheer soft hues and shell buttons.

B

ehind all the gorgeous designs is designer
and founder Naomi de Haan. Her creative
background is surprising indeed – with a
degree in French and Economics, as well
as previously working in the Paris music scene
– lingerie has always been an intriguing passion
of hers. It started off with window shopping and
sketches as a way to play with ideas and assess
the market, and developed in 2013 into some-

Another way in which family has influenced Edge
o’Beyond is the practicality of each bra combined
with renowned sophistication. Realizing that
many brands tend to cater to a particular size and seeing that her own sister with a 34E bra size
was unable to find beautiful and delicate lingerie
to suit her bigger dimensions – Edge o’Beyond is
intentionally designed so that women of all sizes
from a B to E cup range can enjoy the luxurious
touch special to her brand. Clearly to Haan, luxury means attention to detail; it means imagining
every sensuous possibility, thoroughly and precisely handpicking each jewellery piece and all
materials to make a garment complete.
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However, despite strong family support, the journey to
become a well-known designer was not trouble-free.
When asked what the hardest thing about launching
a brand was, Haan indicated that people in the industry did not always take her seriously. For example, at
her first trade show to source fabrics and components
for Edge o’Beyond, Haan was often mistaken to be a
student in search of free materials and was therefore
not always well-received. Yet, now that she has developed a name for herself, Haan is frequently receiving
sample requests for shoots, with clients such as Nicole
Kidman, who fell in love with the Karis dress, a slinky
black silk dress with a plunging neckline and flattering
silhouette.

high-waisted jeans and a baggy cropped jumper so the
chains playfully peek out at the bottom. Having the
option to dress-up an outfit, or to simply add a more
flirty and secretive element underneath, is what makes
Edge o’Beyond so exciting – and the only brand which
makes jewellery an attachable element to lingerie.

Aside from clothing the famous and powerful, Edge
o’Beyond strives to empower all women through its
sexy and contemporary garments, with the firm belief
that through wearing beautiful lingerie and jewellery
– flattering for the diverse body shapes of women –
women are able to feel even more strong and beautiful,
during a time when women are otherwise told what
to wear and how to express themselves. The sophisticated and delicate designs give women not only the
ability to reclaim their sexuality by being unapologetically feminine, but also a confidence that easily shines
through “and in turn makes a person more beautiful
themselves”.

The Autumn/Winter 2016/2017 collection continues
to symbolize strength and fierceness as we have seen
previously, which was characterized by vibrant shades
and romantic sheerness, a cheeky transparency and intimate entanglement of rich lace and gold chains. With
each piece having a story to tell, the new collection
features French Leavers Lace, bold strapping, as well
as embroidery – a thrilling new development for the
brand. The new collection will also provide some additional nourishments to the Elise range, known for its
gold plated rings, lace edges, picot-trimmed straps and
exquisite matching suspender and Samuel jewellery
attachment. While lingerie and jewellery are crucial
elements to Edge o’Beyond, Haan also desires to one
day create a mastectomy range as well as swimwear.

Even if the flirty undergarments are not revealed to
anyone else, confidence and empowerment can be
unveiled in other ways, through the mysteries which
frolic beneath. While the decadent lace is one element
of flirtatious banter, so too is the elegant jewellery.
With some pieces carrying the option of attachable
suspender belts, others have gold chains and swan
hooks. One image Haan has in her head when describing the possible flirtatious and empowering elements
of the jewellery is wearing Benjamin chains with
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Loyal to the same French company which she sources
the lace from, Haan is known to sit on the showroom’s
floor for hours picking the right designs and colors,
perfecting every seductive detail and creating only
what she would dream to wear. Her passion for beautiful lace as well as appreciation for femininity, exquisitely comes alive in Edge o’Beyond. Staying true to
the heart and soul of her upbringing and inspiration,
Haan clearly continues to surprise with innovative
versatility while also preserving the delicate nature
of each piece. Edge o’Beyond, an intimate and young
luxury lingerie brand, is indeed a dream come true not
only for Haan, but for women everywhere, reigniting
the intense, sensual feminine energy burning within.
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INTERVIEW
Can you tell me a little about yourself as a young designer?
Before the launch of Edge o’Beyond what was your
background? What made you want to become a lingerie and
jewelry designer in particular?
I have a degree in French and Economics and I have
worked in the music industry in Paris (Live Nation),
and in various other jobs, however my passion has
always been for lace, lingerie, jewellery and all the
delicate pretty things! I was playing with the idea of
merging the two, and had lots of designs in my head. I
did a lot of window shopping and realised I may have
something unique, so I gave it a go!
What would you say are three of the biggest challenges you’ve
faced creatively and in running your own small business?
What advice would you offer to other women who may feel
confronted with obstacles in pursuing their passion?
Do a lot of research, know your target market, know
your product. You have to have a passion for what you
are doing. You should go to sleep on Sunday excited to
wake up for work on Monday (not that you really have
weekends fully off). Don’t be afraid to ask questions,
no matter how silly and to whom.
What was the hardest thing about launching your own
brand?
Getting people to take me seriously… For example,
the first trade show I attended to source fabrics and
components, they all thought I was a student looking
for freebees and wouldn’t give me the time of day. Also
when I started the company organization was not my
strong point, that quickly had to change!! I’m a lot
better now.
How do you feel your brand differs from other British
lingerie brands?
The jewellery aspect is unique. I also feel like each of
our ranges has a story to tell.
Tell us about your current collection.
Our newest AW16 collection is pretty fierce! It is
all now live on edgeobeyond.com. I had a lot on fun
making this collection.
Do you have any rituals to inspire you to start working or
keep working?
I love my work so I don’t need much motivation, but
I can’t function without at least 3 meals a day and at
least one tea with milk and 2 sugars!
Can you tell us what you have planned for SS17 collection?
SS17 is actually now complete. We have a new range
that features French Leavers lace as well as embroidery
which is a first for us. This range also comes with a
beautiful waspie! There are a lot of new designs that
involve bold strapping as well as a couple of additions
to the Elise range…
The name “Edge o’Beyond” comes from your first home that
you shared with your four siblings and parents. Family
plays an important part in Edge o’ Beyond with each set
being named after a relation, keeping a very personal link

throughout the collections.
What is it like to share your work with family or close
friends? How do you feel sexuality and power are part of or
not part of your work?
My family and friends are my world. I have 7 siblings
and lots of cousins that are as close as siblings. My
Mum is Mauritian and in Mauritius you keep your
family extremely close. My Dad also is a family man. I
see and speak to them daily and it made sense to show
this in my work. I try to create ranges that I believe suit
their personalities. My family and friends have helped
me through so many things with EOB, I wouldn’t be
here without them.
As for sexuality and power, I do believe that wearing
beautiful lingerie and jewellery empowers women. So
many of our customers tell us that they feel so strong
and beautiful when they wear our pieces. Beautiful
lingerie gives you a confidence that shines through and
in turn makes a person more beautiful themselves.
Your designs seem to be sporting a more luxurious feel to
them. What does luxury mean to you when it comes to
lingerie?
Luxury means attention to detail. We produce all our
lingerie in the UK and we visit the factory at the start
of each season to go through everything and make
sure everything is made the way we want it. We spend
months perfecting the fit of our garments. My sister is
a 34E and she finds it hard to find delicate and beautiful
lingerie in her size, so this was one of our goals. Our
components are 24 carat gold plated and we hand pick
each lace and fabric so that everything goes together
perfectly. We try to think of everything!
What role does the jewelry play in your designs?
I think the jewellery just gives it that little bit more…
I love wearing the Benjamin chains with high waisted
jeans and a baggy cropped jumper so they peek out
the bottom of my top. The chains feel lovely on your
skin and they look great! We have just added 3 new
jewellery designs to the site as people love the addiction
of jewellery to our pieces. You can use the jewellery
to dress up an outfit. Plus we are the only brand who
make jewellery that can attach onto lingerie.
Why should a woman choose Edge o’Beyond lingerie?
Because EOB is unique, delicate and empowering!
How do you go about getting yourself known?
Instagram is surprisingly helpful! Word of mouth,
press – we’ve had a lot of lovely press organically.
How do you choose materials for your designs? Can you
briefly describe the selection process for us?
I have a passion for beautiful lace! We usually use the
same French company. I go to their showroom and sit
on the floor for hours picking the right designs and
colours.
What is your Design Philosophy?
Only create what you would dream to wear
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What has been your career highlight so far with Edge
o’Beyond?
There have been so many! We recently got a sample
request for a shoot I am not allowed to mention yet,
and Nicole Kidman loved our Karis dress so much that
they bought it for her! That was pretty cool…
What do you enjoy the most about working in the lingerie
industry?
Getting wholesale price on all EOB pieces haha!!! And
getting away with walking round in lingerie in the
office!
Who are some female role models you admire?
My Mum and Grandma!

lifting you up.
What’s next for Edge o’Beyond? What professional goals do
you still have on your bucket list?
I want to create a mastectomy range. This is taking
longer than our usual ranges so this will probably be
out in about a year and a help. We are also looking to
go into swimwear… I have a few designs lined up so
watch this space…
Where can we buy your items? Do you have your lingerie in
any stores yet?
I am proud to say we are in quite a few countries now.
Our newest stockiest being the wonderful Selfridges
on Oxford Street! http://www.edgeobeyond.com/
pages/stockists

What do you do to de-stress?
Eat…. Occasionally go to the gym! I managed to get
my brother in a spin class the other day which was
amusing! But mainly eat.. Salty popcorn is one of my
favourite things in the world!

Three works to describe yourself.
Stubborn, passionate, happy.

How do you handle criticism of your work?
I just remember that someone will always be trying
to put you down but there are so many more people

Favorite Lingerie Designers?
Nubian Skin, AP, La Perla, Hopeless Lingerie… I could
go on
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Hobbies and other interests?
Food, photography, skiing
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lingerie
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Under Couture
PHOTOGRAPHER WOLFGANG BOHUSCH FASHION EDITOR IVA MIRBACH
MAKE-UP & HAIR STYLIST EVELYN KARBACH
MODEL TEREZA BIZIKOVA @ FOCUS MODEL MANAGEMENT
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body

EDGE O‘BEYOND

socks

WOLFORD

body jewellery

BIJOUX INDISCRETS
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This page:
bra
DAMARIS

Opposite page:
bra, slip, suspender belt, blindfold and jewellery
EDGE O‘BEYOND
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This page:
bra, mini thong, garter belt & stockings
MAISON CLOSE

Opposite page:
bra, knicker, suspender belt & robe

KATHERINE HAMILTON INTIMATES

This page:
body

NEW LOOK

Opposite page:
bra
HANRO

shirt

ZARA
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This page:
body

LASCIVIOUS

stockings

WOLFORD

cuffs

MAISON CLOSE

shoes

MULBERRY

Opposite page:
triangle bra, string & garter belt
MAISON CLOSE

shoulder & back jewelry
BIJOUX INDISCRETS

This & opposite page.
playsuit
ASOS
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bra

MIMI HOLLIDAY
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This page:
babydoll

COSABELLA

Opposite page:
camisole & short

EDGE O‘BEYOND

cuffs

MAISON CLOSE
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This & opposite page.
playsuit
ASOS

socks

MONKI
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bra

COSABELLA

handcuffs/bracelets

BIJOUX INDISCRETS
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This page:
bra, string, suspender belt
MIMI HOLLIDAY

Opposite page:
bra, high waist knicker, suspender belt & robe
KATHERINE HAMILTON INTIMATES
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FW16 Beauty Trends
As Seen by lisa allertseder

The Autumn Winter beauty 2016-17 season is all
about individualism and embracing your beauty. Each
season hairstylists, designers and makeup artists get
creative and set the trends that set the tone. With every passing season comes fresh beauty trends: bold lipsticks, intricate hairstyles, flushed cheeks, dark pouts
and long lashes. Just as the previous season, this season
is all about unique character, as well as blending in the
androgynous look.
Since the final touch of an outfit is completed by the
beauty aspect, the colors chosen, the lines made or the
lack of it all can make or break a look. Just as an artist on her canvas, you have to underscore your eyes,
lips, contours, cheekbones and even neckline to create your own masterpiece. There are certainly a variety of creative makeup ideas that can be incorporated,
however no matter what the final look is supposed to
be, your makeup will be the one thing other than your
outfit that stands out the most.
As such, German make-up artist, Lisa Allertseder
checked out the top Autumn/Winter 2016-17 beauty
trends for you and created some looks inspired by the
international catwalks. Certainly the make-up looks
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in such fashion shows are excessive and particularly
eye-catching, which in the end is a good thing. But unfortunately this is also one of the main reasons why
those looks are seen as ‘nice, but not for me’ by a majority of women.
In our beauty story below, our make-up artist took
the coolest hair and makeup looks from the Autumn/
Winter 2016-17 shows and recreated them with the
thought of bringing the looks closer to women who
hardly use makeup and perhaps to inspire them to try
out the new beauty looks. Likewise, this beauty editorial should also inspire women who use a lot of makeup daily to be a little more natural again. The skin is in
the foreground as she emphasizes when the skin looks
healthy and vivid. Her main intention was not to use
too much make-up and foundation but instead playing
with little details, such as a dot below the eye, or trying
something unusual like an aluminum eyeliner.
Enjoy our beauty story that summarizes the stand-out
beauty trends which take center stage for next Autumn/Winter below and will put you ahead, then feel
free to choose your own favorite look to emulate this
Autumn.

BEAUTY | IMAGINE BEAUTY

beauty
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Imagine

PHOTOGRAPHER JULIE MARCH FASHION STYLIST JANA ZABA
MODELS ELENA D. @ LOUISA MODELS & INGA
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hydrabio serum skincare

BIODERMA

smart skin face fluid visage make-up
&
matt eyeshadow kit

NUMERIC PROOF

camouflage crème concealer
CATRICE

light crème contour kit

ANASTASIA BEVERLYHILLS

skin fetish 003 nude

PAT MCGRATH LABS

Beauty

ARSKA MAKE-UP & HAIR STYLIST LISA ALLERTSEDER
A KLAASEN @ EAST WEST MODELS
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luxurious lashes extra volume brush mascara
&
intense colour long lasting eyeliner - black
KIKO

eyeshadow primer potion original
URBAN DECAY

lip desire sculpting lipstick - 68 rum raising
ISA DORA

baby lips - melon mania
MAYBELLINE

my very first knockwurst nail polish
OPI
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luxurious lashes extra volume brush mascara
&
velvet touch creamy stick blush - hot pink as eyeliner
KIKO

lipgloss on eyes
&
blankety on lips
M.A.C.
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luxurious lashes extra volume brush mascara
KIKO

lip retro matte - relentlessly red
&
lipgloss
M.A.C.
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luxurious lashes extra volume brush mascara
KIKO

eyeshadow primer potion original
URBAN DECAY

lip desire sculpting lipstick - 68 rum raising
ISA DORA
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luxurious lashes extra volume brush mascara
KIKO

skin fetish 003

PAT MCGRATH LABS
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luxurious lashes extra volume brush mascara
KIKO

riche lip color - crimson + powder
BOBBI BROWN
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luxurious lashes extra volume brush mascara
&
smart eye pencil - aquamarine
KIKO

riche lip color - crimson
BOBBI BROWN
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How much are you worth in fashion?
Who are you in the industry?
Who should you book?
Who profits from whom?
Who and how much influences whom?
Who is your career or brand booster?
Which work or cooperation helps you?
How much should you pay for?

Don’t sell yourself below your worth.

Visualize Your Power In Fashion.

DEFINE YOUR INFLUENCE, REPUTATION AND MARKET VALUE WITH THE POWER
OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE.
SIGN UP FOR FREE NOW ON
WWW.IFDAQ.COM
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